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Abstract: The Internet of Drones (IoD) offers synchronized access to orga-
nized airspace for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (known as drones). The avail-
ability of inexpensive sensors, processors, and wireless communication makes
it possible in real time applications. As several applications comprise IoD
in real time environment, significant interest has been received by research
communications. Since IoD operates in wireless environment, it is needed to
design effective intrusion detection system (IDS) to resolve security issues in
the IoD environment. This article introduces a metaheuristics feature selection
with optimal stacked autoencoder based intrusion detection (MFSOSAE-
ID) in the IoD environment. The major intention of the MFSOSAE-ID
technique is to identify the occurrence of intrusions in the IoD environment.
To do so, the proposed MFSOSAE-ID technique firstly pre-processes the
input data into a compatible format. In addition, the presented MFSOSAE-
ID technique designs a moth flame optimization based feature selection
(MFOFS) technique to elect appropriate features. Moreover, firefly algorithm
(FFA) with stacked autoencoder (SAE) model is employed for the recognition
and classification of intrusions in which the SAE parameters are optimally
tuned with utilize of FFA. The performance validation of the MFSOSAE-ID
model was tested utilizing benchmark dataset and the outcomes implied the
promising performance of the MFSOSAE-ID model over other techniques
with maximum accuracy of 99.72%.
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1 Introduction

The Internet of Drones (IoD) is a layered network control structure devised for organizing the
accessibility of several Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) (called drones) for controlling airspace and
offering navigation facilities [1]. The IoD renders several amenities for drone applications extending
from military to civilian application areas, involving rescue and search operations, aerial surveys
delivery services, environment, and traffic monitoring. The IoD is being familiar day after day due to its
services and guidance to the community [2]. Every drone is fortified with computing unit, transmission
module, recorder, sensors and actuators, and energy supply unit [3]. The default sensor nodes in the
drone mean the physical criteria, namely concentration and temperature of harmful gases, and the
camera which is built-into the UAV captures the images or records videos of the target and forwards
every sensing monitored data to drone box through few wireless transmission technologies, like WiFi
[4,5]. Every UAV box is linked to the server, server that is linked to control room. The UAVs are
microcosm of the Internet of Things (IoT). For technology leaders and businesses to understand
the capability of drones in their institutions, a quantity of general IoT-based product engineering
difficulties occurs to beat these [6]. Fig. 1 depicts the applications of IoD.

Figure 1: Applications of IoD

Currently, network security is becoming a crucial research field, specifically after advancing
transmission and Internet methods. It makes use of various tools like Network Intrusion Detection
Systems (NIDSs) and firewalls for security purposes of assets and networks [7]. For monitoring
the network traffic for suspicious and worse conduct permanently NIDSs are commonly utilized.
IDSs can be divided into three type’s signature-related specification-related or anomaly-related,
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methods [8]. Anomaly-related approaches can be again categorized as statistical-related, knowledge-
related, or machine learning-related [9]. The attack is the distraction among the 2 statistical paradigms
they are the current captured and the normal memorized. In knowledge-related anomaly recognition,
specialists present more rules in the standard of a fuzzy-related system or expert system for explaining
the conduct of usual attacks and connections. The rule-related system is linked to input unit in fuzzy-
related anomaly recognition [10]. On the basis of the input data, a subset of the rules is started. In
a machine learning-related anomaly IDS, an implicit or explicit algorithm of the observed outlines
is formed. Depending on earlier outcomes, these methods are upgraded on a day-to-day basis for
enhancing intrusion detection efficiency.

Ouiazzane et al. [11] presented a model dependent upon Muli-Agent System and on ML
approaches for detecting Denial of Service (DoS) cyberattacks aiming at the network of drones.
The presented method was autonomous, considered by their higher performance, and allows the
recognition of known and unknown DoS attacks from UAV networks with higher accuracy and
minimal false negative rate (FNR) and false positive rate (FPR). Condomines et al. [12] present a
novel IDS, a hybrid technique dependent upon both spectral traffic analysis and robust controlling
or observing to anomaly estimate inside UAV network. The presented hybrid technique assumes,
as an initial step, a statistical signature of traffic replaced from the networks. With investigative the
resulted signature, the variances were utilized for selecting the accurate method to accurate estimation
abnormal traffics. Perumalla et al. [13] present a novel approach for secure broadcast from IoD by
effectual blockchain (BC) supported access control and ID technique utilizing the recently devised
Deep Neuro-Fuzzy Network model. Classically, BC based access control contains mostly 4 stages such
as authentication, pre-deployment, access control, and registration stages to transfer the vital data
from the IoD environments. Sharma et al. [14] execute the novel functional encryption (FE) approach
from the presented UAV supported HetNet method for the dense urban area for securing data against
such intrusion. During this network method, UAV performances as relay node to individuals UE
that are in non-line-of-sight (NLoS) transmission with macro based station (MBS). Ouiazzane et al.
[15–18] present novel methods of IDS to a fleet of UAVs used with ad hoc communication structures.
The security of drone fleet was rarely discussed by the scientific community, and one of the research
is concentrated on routing protocol and battery autonomy, but ignored the security feature.

This article introduces a metaheuristics feature selection with optimal stacked autoencoder based
intrusion detection (MFSOSAE-ID) in the IoD environment. The proposed MFSOSAE-ID technique
firstly pre-processes the input data into a compatible format. In addition, the presented MFSOSAE-
ID technique designs a moth flame optimization based feature selection (MFOFS) technique to
elect appropriate features. Moreover, firefly algorithm (FFA) with stacked autoencoder (SAE) model
is employed for the recognition and classification of intrusions in which the SAE parameters are
optimally tuned by the use of FFA. The performance validation of the MFSOSAE-ID model is tested
using benchmark dataset.

2 The Proposed Model

In this study, a new MFSOSAE-ID technique has been developed to determine the existence of
intrusions in the IoD environment. The proposed MFSOSAE-ID technique firstly pre-processes the
input data into a compatible format. Followed this, the presented MFSOSAE-ID technique designs
an MFOFS technique to elect appropriate features. In line with, the FFA-SAE model is employed for
the recognition and classification of intrusions. Fig. 2 illustrates the overall process of MFSOSAE-ID
technique.
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Figure 2: Overall process of MFSOSAE-ID technique

2.1 Data Pre-Processing

The proposed MFSOSAE-ID technique firstly pre-processes the input data into a compatible
format. In a primary phase, the z-score normalized system was developed that estimates the standard
deviation (SD) and arithmetic mean of offered gene information. The normalized score reaches were
offered in the subsequent:

s
′
k = sk − μ

σ
(1)

whereas σ signifies the SD and μ stands for the arithmetic mean of offered that data. During this case,
the normalized of smoothed data has been executed using Z-score normalized.

2.2 Steps Involved in MFOFS Technique

Next to data pre-processing, the presented MFSO. The MSO procedure is based on the procedure
of selecting optimum discriminatory characteristics of mitosis cells. Usually, Moth is a bug which
belongs to the family of butterflies named Lepidoptera. About 160,000 moth classes appear worldwide,
and it is noticeable during nighttime. With the comparison of moth and alternative species, Levy flight
(LF) and phototaxis are found to be significant.
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Phototaxis

The fundamental concept of the moth is that; it frequently moves toward the light called
phototaxis. There is no precise technique for phototaxis and is comprised of the primary hypotheses to
determine the phototaxis method. After that, it is intended to be a substantial hypothesis in the celestial
orientation that is implemented in transverse direction during the flying period. Simultaneously, the
angle is initiated by the source of light and the moth is directed, but, it is not relevant to obtain the
transformation, since the celestial object is considered an external distance. Therefore, it travels to the
light, because the moth creates flight direction for gaining the optimal position [19]. A spiral-path was
established to approach the light.

Levy flight

Heavy-tailed, non-Gaussian statistics are inspected in traditional ways in variety of applications.
On the other hand, Drosophila signifies a Levy flight, but, the flight is evaluated by energy source
with features exponent with 3/2. In general, the process can be formulated by,

L (s) ∼ |s|−β (2)

Now 1 < β ≤ 3 represents an index.

Fundamentally, moths have the property close to optimum one and fly in an LF method.
Otherwise, it instructed the location and employs LF using the below formula, but, moth is maintained
by the following equation:

X a+1
j = X a

j + δL (s) (3)

Here, X a
j and X a+1

j indicates the original and refreshed position at generation a, but the present
generation is referred to a. It is achieved by LF as denoted as L (s). In problem of interest, scaling
factor determines the parameter δ. Therefore, δ is represented as follows:

δ = Wmax

a2
(4)

Next, Wmax represents maximal walk step and value for Wmax. L (s) from abovementioned formula
is rehabilitated by,

L (s) = (α − 1) � (α − 1) sṁ
(

π(α−1)

2

)
πsα

(5)

In s is found to be high when compared to zero. � (x), denotes a gamma operation. In previous
to allocate from L (s) with α = 1.5 moth LF was initiated.

Learning feature presentation from each three dimensional is considerable for biomarker pre-
dictive process from volumetric medical dataset. Nevertheless, it is predictable to employ three
dimensional convolutional kernels, from the point of encoded volumetric and spatial datasets. In the
comparable volumetric image size of X × Y × Z, whereas utilizing three dimensional convolutional
kernels to generate a three dimensional feature volume. At last, a three dimensional kernel was
established and swept over the three dimensional topology. By decreasing the kernel distribution
through three dimensional, the network employs the whole advantage of volumetric context dataset.
The formula evaluates the applied three dimensional convolutional tasks from a component-wise
method as follows:

ul
ki (x, y, z) =

∑
m,n,t

hl−1
k (x − m, y − n, z − t) W l

ki (m, n, t) (6)
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Here, W l
ki indicates a three dimensional kernel from l-th layer which convolve through three

dimensional feature volume hl−1
k and W l

ki (m, n, t) represents the component-wise weights. In the
application of Eq. (7), the three dimensional feature volume hl

i can be accomplished by different three
dimensional convolutional kernels as follows:

hl
i = σ

(∑
k

ul
ki + bl

i

)
. (7)

Fly straight

The existing moth is detached from light that flusters in straight line towards light. The function
of moth j is developed by,

X a+1
j = λ × (

X a
j + ϕ

(
X a

best − X a
j

))
(8)

In the Eq. (8), X a
best determines the optimum moth at a generation, λ designates a scaling factor. ϕ

signifies accelerating factor.

Otherwise, moth moves out from light source to concluding location. Therefore, the last position
of moth j is given as follows,

X a+1
j = λ ×

(
X a

j + 1
ϕ

(
X a

best − X a
j

))
(9)

For reliability, the position of moth j is maintained by partial proportion. The best, original, and
refreshed position of moth is evaluated by Xj, Xj,new and, Xbest.λ, attempted the technique with improved
diversity of population.

The MFO purposes for discovering an optimum feature subset to offered dataset which is superior
classifier accuracy and lesser features. All these 2 indicators are varying effects on classifier accuracy.
At this point, it can be combined with a single weight indicator and use the same fitness function as:

fitness = ω1 × acc (classifier) + ω2 ×
(

1 − s
p

)
, (10)

In which, p exemplifies the total amount of features, and s denotes the quantity of chosen features.

2.3 SAE Based Intrusion Detection

Next to FS process, the SAE model is employed for the recognition and classification of intrusions
in the IoD environment [20]. The hidden layer h inside the autoencoder (AE) was capable of generating
coding for expressing the input. The infrastructure has 2 parts such as encoding and decoding. The
encoding is set for mapping the input data to hidden representations, but the decoding was mentioned
that reconstructing an input data. The untagged input dataset {xn}N

n=1 was provided, whereas xn ∈ Rm×1,
hn signifies the hidden encoding vector that is computed in xn, and x̂n represents the decoding vector
of resultant layer. The encoder procedure was represented as:

hn = f (Wxn + b1) , (11)

whereas f (·) implies the encoder function, W signifies the weighted matrix of encoding, and the bias
vector was represented as b1.

x̂n = g
(
W Thn + b2

)
, (12)
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In which g(·) represents the decoder function, W T stands for the weighted matrix of decoding,
and b2 demonstrates the bias vector. For minimizing the error of reconstruction, the parameter of AEs
was optimized, and the procedure was demonstrated as:

ψ (�) = argminθ ,θ

1
n

n∑
i=1

L
(
xi, x̂i

)
, (13)

whereas L signifies the loss function: L(x, x̂) = ‖x − x̂‖2.

The AEs are superimposed layer-by-layer for procedure a deep neural network (DNN); i.e., all
the hidden layers are obtained as the input of next layer that is progressive still the trained procedure
was ended. The introduction of batch normalization (BN) is established as easy primary criterion to
train SAE that creates the gradient upgrade in a very shallow path, speeding up the trained method.
The labeled signal is bonded with softmax classification, and back propagation (BP) technique was
executed for realizing the upgrade of network weighted and fine-tuning of parameters.

2.4 Steps Involved in FFA Based Parameter Optimization

Finally, the SAE parameters are optimally tuned [21–23] by the use of FFA with the fitness
function of accomplishing maximum accuracy [24]. FFA was stimulated by the patterns of fireflies
(FFs) and flashing behavior in nature. FFA is a meta-heuristic process based on nature and employed
in most of the Np-hard and engineering optimization problems. It is a stochastic method. Specifically,
random searching is utilized for finding a collection of solutions. At basic levels, the FFA focuses on
making solutions within a searching region and chooses the optimal survival solutions. An arbitrary
search prevents it from falling into local optimal. In metaheuristic algorithms, exploration refers to
determining several solutions within the searching region, whereas exploitation refers to the searching
procedure that aims at the optimal nearby solution. The mode and rate of brightness and the time
intervals among the transmitted optical signal attract the two sexes to one another. The light intensity
I, reduces by rising distance (R) from the light. In the following, the key characteristics of the FFA are
given:

a. The FF becomes more attractive and brighter once it arbitrarily moves, and each FF is of
the same sex.

b. The FF attractiveness is proportionate to the distance and the brightness of the light. The
light absorption coefficient γ computes the decrease in light concentration. Also, the objective
value defines the FF luminance.

c. The distance among FFs can be accomplished from Eq. (14), thus Xi,k indicates the k-th part
of spatial co-ordination and i-th FF.

rij = √
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 (14)

The FF movement and attractiveness towards a brighter one is defined as follows:

Xi = Xi + B0erij2(Xj − Xj) + a(rand − 1/2) (15)

In Eq. (15), a is a randomized parameter, a rand indicates an arbitrary value attained from [0,1],
and B denotes attractiveness of the light. The attraction changes determine the variable γ . FFA has
two inner loops while going through the n population and one outer loop for t iteration.
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Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of FFA
Objective function of f(x), whereas x = (x1, . . . , xd)∧T
Create primary population of FFs or xi(i = 1, 2, . . . , n)

Determine light intensity of Ii at xi using f(xi)
Determine light absorption co-efficient γ

While (t < MaxGeneration)
For i = 1 to n (every n FFs)

For j = 1 to n (every n FFs)
If (li > li)

Move FF i nearby j
Attraction differs with distance r using exp[-γ r]

end if
Estimate a novel solution and upgrade light intensity

End for j
End for i

Raking the FFs and determining the present optimum
End while

3 Results and Discussion

The experimental validation of the MFSOSAE-ID model is tested using the benchmark UNSW-
NB15 dataset [25]. It includes a set of 82332 samples with 10 class labels. The details related to the
dataset are given in Tab. 1. The results are executed for four distinct runs. Fig. 3 highlights four
confusion matrices offered by the MFSOSAE-ID model on the test UNSW-NB15 dataset. The figure
pointed out that the UNSW-NB15 dataset has proficiently recognized all ten class labels under four
distinct runs.

Table 1: Dataset details

Labels Class names No. of instances

C-1 Worms 44
C-2 Shell code 378
C-3 Reconnaissance 3496
C-4 Normal 37000
C-5 Generic 18871
C-6 Fuzzers 6062
C-7 Exploits 11132
C-8 DoS 4089
C-9 Backdoor 583

(Continued)
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Table 1: Continued
Labels Class names No. of instances

C-10 Analysis 677

Total 82332

Figure 3: Confusion matrices of MFSOSAE-ID technique (a) run-1, (b) run-2, (c) run-3, and (d) run-4
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Tab. 2 demonstrates the classification results offered by the MFSOSAE-ID model on UNSW-
NB15 dataset under run-1. The results implied that the MFSOSAE-ID model has resulted in
enhanced classifier results under all ten classes. For instance, with class C-3, the MFSOSAE-ID
model has provided accuy, precn, recal, Fscore, and Jindex of 98.29%, 86.62%, 70.77%, 77.90%, and 63.80%
respectively. In line with, with class C-5, the MFSOSAE-ID methodology has obtainable accuy, precn,
recal, Fscore, and Jindex of 98.56%, 95.76%, 98.04%, 96.89%, and 93.96% correspondingly. Eventually,
with class C-10, the MFSOSAE-ID system has offered accuy, precn, recal, Fscore, and Jindex of 99.36%,
67.67%, 43.28%, 52.79%, and 35.86% correspondingly.

Table 2: Result analysis of MFSOSAE-ID technique with various measures under run-1

Run-1

Labels Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score Jaccard Index

C-1 99.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C-2 99.53 40.30 7.14 12.13 6.46
C-3 98.29 86.62 70.77 77.90 63.80
C-4 98.67 98.98 98.05 98.51 97.06
C-5 98.56 95.76 98.04 96.89 93.96
C-6 98.73 88.58 95.05 91.70 84.67
C-7 98.63 96.02 93.72 94.86 90.22
C-8 97.69 70.12 93.10 80.00 66.66
C-9 99.35 61.76 21.61 32.02 19.06
C-10 99.36 67.67 43.28 52.79 35.86

Average 98.88 70.58 62.08 63.68 55.78

Tab. 3 depicts the classification results presented by the MFSOSAE-ID technique on UNSW-
NB15 dataset under run-2. The outcomes implied that the MFSOSAE-ID model has resulted in
improved classifier results under all ten classes. For instance, with class C-3, the MFSOSAE-ID
system has provided accuy, precn, recal, Fscore, and Jindex of 99.68%, 94.10%, 98.63%, 96.31%, and 92.89%
correspondingly. Also, with class C-5, the MFSOSAE-ID algorithm has provided accuy, precn, recal,
Fscore, and Jindex of 99.60%, 99.47%, 98.79%, 99.13%, and 98.27% correspondingly. Finally, with class
C-10, the MFSOSAE-ID algorithm has accessible accuy, precn, recal, Fscore, and Jindex of 99.80%, 84.52%,
92.76%, 88.45%, and 79.29% correspondingly.

Table 3: Result analysis of MFSOSAE-ID technique with various measures under run-2

Run-2

Labels Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score Jaccard Index

C-1 99.92 38.55 72.73 50.39 33.68
C-2 99.87 82.32 89.95 85.97 75.39
C-3 99.68 94.10 98.63 96.31 92.89

(Continued)
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Table 3: Continued
Run-2

Labels Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score Jaccard Index

C-4 99.37 99.64 98.95 99.29 98.60
C-5 99.60 99.47 98.79 99.13 98.27
C-6 99.75 98.41 98.20 98.31 96.67
C-7 99.58 98.07 98.84 98.46 96.96
C-8 99.77 97.47 97.92 97.69 95.49
C-9 99.85 90.60 87.65 89.10 80.35
C-10 99.80 84.52 92.76 88.45 79.29

Average 99.72 88.32 93.44 90.31 84.76

Tab. 4 depicts the classification results obtainable by the MFSOSAE-ID approach on UNSW-
NB15 dataset under run-3. The outcomes exposed that the MFSOSAE-ID methodology has resulted
in higher classifier results under all ten classes. For instance, with class C-3, the MFSOSAE-ID system
has provided accuy, precn, recal, Fscore, and Jindex of 99.75%, 96.24%, 98.05%, 97.14%, and 94.44%
correspondingly. Besides, with class C-5, the MFSOSAE-ID approach has provided accuy, precn, recal,
Fscore, and Jindex of 99.61%, 99.29%, 99.02%, 99.16%, and 98.33% correspondingly. Finally, with class C-
10, the MFSOSAE-ID model has offered accuy, precn, recal, Fscore, and Jindex of 99.80%, 86.64%, 89.07%,
87.84%, and 78.31% respectively.

Table 4: Result analysis of MFSOSAE-ID technique with various measures under run-3

Run-3

Labels Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score Jaccard Index

C-1 99.89 26.42 63.64 37.33 22.95
C-2 99.84 84.68 80.42 82.50 70.21
C-3 99.75 96.24 98.05 97.14 94.44
C-4 99.38 99.58 99.05 99.31 98.63
C-5 99.61 99.29 99.02 99.16 98.33
C-6 99.73 98.14 98.23 98.19 96.44
C-7 99.61 98.48 98.66 98.57 97.18
C-8 99.74 96.10 98.80 97.43 94.99
C-9 99.79 86.12 83.02 84.54 73.22
C-10 99.80 86.64 89.07 87.84 78.31

Average 99.72 87.17 90.80 88.20 82.47

Tab. 5 illustrates the classification results offered by the MFSOSAE-ID system on UNSW-
NB15 dataset under run-4. The outcomes revealed that the MFSOSAE-ID algorithm has resulted in
maximal classifier results under all ten classes. For sample, with class C-3, the MFSOSAE-ID model
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has accessible accuy, precn, recal, Fscore, and Jindex of 99.71%, 96.17%, 97.05%, 96.61%, and 93.45%
respectively. Followed by, with class C-5, the MFSOSAE-ID methodology has offered accuy, precn,
recal, Fscore, and Jindex of 99.58%, 99.21%, 98.95%, 99.08%, and 98.18% correspondingly. At last, with
class C-10, the MFSOSAE-ID model has provided accuy, precn, recal, Fscore, and Jindex of 99.83%, 86.78%,
93.06%, 89.81%, and 81.50% correspondingly.

Table 5: Result analysis of MFSOSAE-ID technique with various measures under run-4

Run-4

Labels Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score Jaccard Index

C-1 99.91 34.52 65.91 45.31 29.29
C-2 99.87 84.00 88.89 86.38 76.02
C-3 99.71 96.17 97.05 96.61 93.45
C-4 99.39 99.53 99.10 99.31 98.64
C-5 99.58 99.21 98.95 99.08 98.18
C-6 99.74 98.51 97.89 98.20 96.46
C-7 99.63 98.80 98.45 98.62 97.28
C-8 99.76 96.55 98.63 97.58 95.28
C-9 99.83 85.09 92.97 88.85 79.94
C-10 99.83 86.78 93.06 89.81 81.50

Average 99.72 87.92 93.09 89.98 84.60

Fig. 4 exhibits a detailed average result obtained by the MFSOSAE-ID model under four runs
on UNSW-NB15 dataset. The figure notified that the MFSOSAE-ID model has resulted in maximum
classifier outcomes under all runs. For instance, with run-1, the MFSOSAE-ID model has gained aver-
age accuy, precn, recal, Fscore, and Jindex of 98.88%, 70.58%, 62.08%, 63.68%, and 55.78% correspondingly.
Besides, with run-3, the MFSOSAE-ID methodology has reached average accuy, precn, recal, Fscore,
and Jindex of 99.72%, 87.17%, 90.80%, 88.20%, and 82.47% correspondingly. Meanwhile, with run-4,
the MFSOSAE-ID system has attained average accuy, precn, recal, Fscore, and Jindex of 99.72%, 87.92%,
93.09%, 89.98%, and 84.60% correspondingly.

The training accuracy (TA) and validation accuracy (VA) attained by the MFSOSAE-ID system
on test dataset is demonstrated in Fig. 5. The experimental outcome implied that the MFSOSAE-ID
method has gained maximum values of TA and VA. In specific, the VA seemed to be superior to TA.

The training loss (TL) and validation loss (VL) achieved by the MFSOSAE-ID approach on
test dataset are established in Fig. 6. The experimental outcome inferred that the MFSOSAE-ID
methodology has been able least values of TL and VL. In specific, the VL seemed to be lower than TL.
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Figure 4: Average analysis of MFSOSAE-ID technique (a) run-1, (b) run-2, (c) run-3, and (d) run-4

At last, a comprehensive comparative examination of the MFSOSAE-ID technique with recent
methodologies is offered in Tab. 6 [26]. Fig. 7 illustrates a comparison study of the MFSOSAE-ID
model with other models interms of accuy. The figure portrayed that the logistic regression (LR) model
has shown ineffectual outcome with least accuy value of 89.62%. Followed by, the k-nearest neighbor
(KNN) and kernel extreme learning machine (KELM) models have shown slightly enhanced accuy

values of 91.84% and 92.31% correspondingly. Besides, the extreme learning machine (ELM) and
multilayer perceptron (MLP) models have obtained moderately closer accuy values of 94.17% and
93.52% respectively. Though the long short term memory with recurrent neural network (LSTM-
RNN) model has resulted in reasonable accuy of 97.51%, the MFSOSAE-ID model has shown
maximum accuy of 99.72%.
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Figure 5: TA and VA analysis of MFSOSAE-ID technique

Figure 6: TL and VL analysis of MFSOSAE-ID technique
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Table 6: Comparative analysis of MFSOSAE-ID algorithm with existing approaches

Methods Accuracy Precision Recall F-score

LSTM-RNN 97.51 84.56 91.12 86.58
Logistic regression 89.62 87.85 89.12 89.26
K Nearest neighbor 91.84 81.97 90.56 85.87
ELM 94.17 81.57 87.61 89.54
KELM 92.31 86.37 92.11 90.05
MLP 93.52 84.57 91.54 87.11
MFSOSAE-ID 99.72 88.32 93.44 90.31

Figure 7: Accuy analysis of MFSOSAE-ID technique with existing approaches

Fig. 8 showcases a comparison study of the MFSOSAE-ID model with other models with respect
to precn. The figure exposed that the LR method has presented ineffectual outcome with least precn

value of 87.85%. In addition, the KNN and KELM methodologies have shown somewhat higher precn

values of 81.97% and 86.37% respectively. Moreover, the ELM and MLP techniques have obtained
moderately closer precn values of 81.57% and 84.57% correspondingly. However, the LSTM-RNN
approach has resulted in reasonable precn of 84.56%, the MFSOSAE-ID approach has shown maximal
precn of 88.32%. These results and discussion reported that the MFSOSAE-ID model has reached
effectual outcomes over other models.
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Figure 8: Precn analysis of MFSOSAE-ID algorithm with existing approaches

4 Conclusion

In this study, a novel MFSOSAE-ID approach was established to determine the existence of
intrusions in the IoD environment. The presented MFSOSAE-ID technique firstly pre-processes the
input data into a compatible format. Followed this, the presented MFSOSAE-ID technique designs
an MFOFS technique to elect appropriate features. In line with, the SAE model is employed for the
recognition and classification of intrusions in which the SAE parameters are optimally tuned with
utilize of FFA. The performance validation of the MFSOSAE-ID model is tested utilizing benchmark
dataset and the outcomes implied the promising performance of the MFSOSAE-ID model over other
techniques. Thus, the presented MFSOSAE-ID technique can be employed to accomplish security
in the IoD environment. In future, advanced deep learning (DL) based classification models can be
employed to boost detection efficiency of the MFSOSAE-ID model.
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